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Las Vegas Travel Tips is the perfect companion for anyone visiting Sin City. It's less than 100

pages, easy to read, funny and witty. It is a personal reflection on things to do and see in Las Vegas

when you are not gambling in a casino.There are no endorsements, no one has paid the author to

promote a particular attraction, tour, show or restaurant.Ã‚Â Everything is based on Mike's 30 years

experience in Las Vegas. The book is loaded with personal recommendations and web addresses

where you can get additional and current information to help make the most of your trip. This alone

will save you hours of searching the internet.The book covers planning ideas before the trip that will

save you time and ensure you have a better experience. It has an interesting section on finding

discounts that will allow you to stretch your money a lot further. There is a chapter devoted to

shopping, another covering the best spas on the Strip and a chapter on several tours that will bring

you up close and personal with the wonder and beauty of the Mojave desert. Because it is Las

Vegas there are chapters on entertainment, the author's pick of the must see attractions and of

course dining out.
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I really enjoyed this little book. A group of us decided to go to Vegas. We just needed a getaway

and none of us had any idea what to expect. We're not big gamblers so we weren't sure what else

there was to do. ... We only had a few days but we stuck to the book and we had a blast. We really

enjoyed that day at the Canyon Ranch Spa. We had no idea we could get a day pass for just $40.

We saw a lot of the attractions that were recommended and ... We packed a lot into our three days



and came back tired but refreshed. Everything suggested was first rate. CS, Charleston, SC

Mike has been visiting Las Vegas since 1984 and he has been a property owner here since 1994.

Over the past thirty years has has entertained family and friends in Las Vegas. As a result he has

developed a long list of things to do and see to keep people entertained and having fun. In Las

Vegas Travel Tips he has compiled the best of things to do and see in Las Vegas.  He travels

extensively but admits that Las Vegas is his favorite city in the world, the place he loves to return to.

I really enjoyed this little book. A group of us decided to go to Vegas. We just needed a getaway

and none of us had any idea what to expect. We're not big gamblers so we weren't sure what else

there was to do. Well, I bought Mike's book and was it a hit. We only had a few days but we stuck to

the book and we had a blast. We really enjoyed that day at the Canyon Ranch Spa. We had no idea

we could get a day pass for just $40. We saw a lot of the attractions that were recommended and

one of the shows. We packed a lot into our three days and came back tired but refreshed.

Everything suggested was first rate.CS, Charleston, SC

Very helpful book, full of useful tips for the casual visitor. Lots of good advice about travel around

the city, restaurants, discounts and attractions.If you like to gamble, I also highly recommend Mike

Veaudry's other books on the subject (and no, I'm not related in any way or have any connection to

the man, I just like his books!)

Used this book alot on our vacation to Vegas.

Disappointing. Not a map in it--not even of the Strip to let you know the locations/proximities of the

hotels.

Not sure why I picked this up, other than some vague curiosity about how Vegas has changed

lately, since it's been a few years since I was there. This book does a great job of covering all the

highlights of things to do and see in Sin City. It's very readable and packed with unique information -

and really makes you want to go! The chapter on the spas had me dreaming about being

pampered! Great stuff...

This is a great book to read before your visit to Las Vegas.Make sure you use the hyperlinks to get



maps etc.I really liked all the hyperlinks in the book. It made it easy to get the most current

information on conventions, bus schedules and fares, coupons etc. and a great interactive Strip

Map. The map made it easy to find out just what I was interested in without all the clutter. I could

locate the best places to eat, where the best shows are and anything else I was looking for without

looking at a small map that could be out of date. It was brilliant not to put a picture of a map in the

book

worth the few $ to have everything consolidated in one easy to digest book. we are not regulars to

Vegas, this was our 2nd trip in 3 years and the book was a useful refresher.

Enjoyed this book. Lots of good tips!! Book will be useful in Las Vegas. Recommended this and

easy to read.
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